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1. INTRODUCTION 
A classical inequality of Marty asserts that a family % = {f,},, A of 
holomorphic or meromorphic functions on a domain BE @ is normal if 
and only if for each compact L c Sz and for all f, E 9 
If;(z)l 
St’: l+ 1 .f,(z)~'-". 
The generalization of this inequality to the context of holomorphic 
functions on hyperbolic domains in C”, n > 1, with values in a complete 
complex Hermitian manifold of dimension k appears in [ 1 ] and takes the 
following form: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let Q G @” be a hyperbolic domain. Let M be a complete 
complex Hermitian manifold of dimension k with metric E,. Let 9 G 
HoWAW. ?f- %= {f,),,,, is a normal family then for each compact set 
L c 52 there is a constant cL > 0 such that for all z E L and all 4 E C”, it holds 
that 
SUP IEAfz(zk (f,),(z). 511 G c,%(z, 5). 
EEA 
(1.1.1) 
(Here, as usual, Fz, denotes the in$nitesimal Kobayashi metric.) 
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Conversely, if (1.1.1) holds and if for some p E s2 we have that all JJ p) 
are in some compact set Q of M, then B = { fi jaE A is a normal family. 
The inequality of Marty in one complex variable has a remarkable 
infinitesimal form (obversely, a “blown up” formulation) due to Zalcman 
[ 143: 
PROPOSITION 1.2. A family 9 of meromorphic (analytic) functions on the 
unit disc D in C is not normal $ and only if there exist 
(a) a number 0 < r < 1 
(b) points z,, lzjl <r 
(c) functions {J;} G 9 
(d ) numbers pj + 0 + 
such that 
l;.tz, + Pji) + t?(i) 
spherically uniformly (uniformly) on compact subsets of C, where g is a 
nonconstant meromorphic (entire) function on C. 
Zalcman’s work was inspired by the result of Lohwater and Pom- 
merenke [6]. Their theorem deals with normal functions, not normal 
families. But the proofs are almost identical. 
Zalcman [ 143 noted that Proposition 1.2 allows an explicit implementa- 
tion of a well-known heuristic principle in the theory of functions. He 
established the principle in [ 143. (In fact the principle goes back to Bloch 
and is mentioned in [S]; it was given considerable publicity in [8].) The 
principle states that any property, or set of properties, that forces an entire 
function to be constant will also force a family of holomorphic functions to 
be normal. An example of such a property is “boundedness.” 
The purpose of the present work is to find the correct generalization of 
Zalcman’s and Lohwater and Pommerenke’s results to several complex 
variables, and more generally to complex manifolds. As a consequence, we 
are able to implement Robinson’s heuristic principle in this more general 
context. Part of the work is to free Zalcman’s ideas in [14] from their 
dependence on coordinates, and to relate the problem to analytic discs 
(and, implicitly, the Kobayashi metric) for the manifold(s) being studied. 
Given the well-known connection between taut and hyperbolic manifolds, 
the latter connection was to be expected. 
It should be noted that K. T. Hahn [3] generalized Lohwater and 
Pommerenke’s theorem to functions from the disc in C into a compact 
manifold. He formulated a version in [4] (different from ours) of the result 
in C” and showed that the corresponding analogue of Lohwater and 
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Pommerenke’s theorem fails. Hahn’s example does not apply to our present 
formulation of the Lohwater and Pommerenke result. 
For motivation recall that the natural setting in which to consider 
meromorphic functions on domains in a=’ is to consider holomorphic 
mappings from the domain into P”(C), the complex n-dimensional 
projective space. 
The methods of the papers [2, 131 suggest ways in which our results 
may be related to hyperbolicity of manifolds. This line of thought will be 
pursued in another paper. 
Related material may be found in [7, 10, 111. 
We take pleasure in thanking the referee for several helpful suggestions 
regarding the exposition and the history of the problem. 
2. DEFINITION OF NORMAL HOLOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS 
Throughout this work D denotes the unit disc in @. Let Qr @” be an 
open domain. If z E Q and 5 E C”, then we define the infinitesimal form of 
the Kobayashi pseudometric for 8 at z in the direction 5 to be 
c(z, 5) = inf 11511: 
Ilf'(O)ll 
f: D -+ 52 is holomorphic, f(0) = z, 
and f’(O)isaconstant multiple of [ . 
Here )I .I1 represents Euclidean length. 
We can define the Kobayashi distance between z and w  in R as: 
F:(y(t); y’(l)) dr, 
where the infinum is taken over C’ curves ;‘: [O, 1 ] -+ Q such that r(O) = z 
and y(l)=w. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A domain Q c C” is called hyperbolic at a point z E Q 
if there is a neighborhood V of z in 52 and a positive constant c such that 
mY, Cl 2 c llrll for ally E V and all r E Q=“. 
We say that Q is hyperbolic if it is hyperbolic at each point. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A domain Q E C” is said to be Kohayashi hyperbolic if 
KIJ is a distance on Q. 
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Royden [9] has proven that these definitions are equivalent. 
Let it4 be a complete complex Hermitian manifold of dimension k. We 
denote the metric for M at p in the direction of the vector 5 E ,5(M) by 
E,(p, t), where S$(M) is the complexified tangent space to M at p. Let 
Q c @” be a hyperbolic domain and M as above. We denote the set of all 
holomorphic functions from Sz into M by Hol(Q, M). 
DEFINITION 2.3. A family 9 of elements in Hol(Q, M) is called a normal 
family if .F is relatively compact in Hol(Q, M) in the compact open 
topology. 
DEFINITION 2.4. The family 9 is equicontinuous if for every E > 0 and 
z E Sz there exist 6 > 0 such that K&z, w) c 6 implies d,(f,(z), f=(w)) <E 
for all f ,  E 9, where d, represents the integrated distance on M. 
DEFINITION 2.5. A sequence {f;} G 9 is compactly divergent if for every 
compact set NC Q and for every compact set L C M there is a number 
J= J(N, L) such that I;(N) n L = 0 for all j > J. 
Remark 2.6. Let M be complete. An equicontinuous family 9 SE 
Hol(Q, M) with no compactly divergent subsequence is normal. See [ 123 
for details. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Let f  E Hol(Q, M). We say that f  is a normal function 
provided that for all z E 52 and all r E C” it holds that 
IE,(f(z);f,(z).5)1~cF~(z, 51, 
where f*(z) is the mapping from Yz(Q) to Yf;,,,(M) induced by 1: 
Remark 2.8. If f  E Hol(Q, M) is normal and z, w  EP, then from the 
definition of the integrated distance it follows that f  satislies 
ddf(z);f(w))<&4z, w) forall z, ~~52. 
~OPOSITION 2.9. Let a c @” be a hyperbolic domain and M be a 
complete complex Hermitian mantfold. Let f :  0 + M be holomorphic. I f  for 
every sequence qj: D + 52 of holomorphic functions it hohis that the sequence 
( f  0 cp,> is a normal family then f  is a normal function. 
Conversely, if f  is a normal function then for any sequence qj: D + Q of 
holomorphic functions we have either the sequence ( f  0 9,) is a normal family 
or the sequence ( f  L: cp,] is compactly divergent. 
For details see [ 11. 
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3. THE MAIN RFSULT 
Now we will prove the following generalization of Zalcman’s theorem to 
C”. As a corollary we will obtain a generalization of Lohwater and 
Pommerenke’s theorem to 63”. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let 52 c C” he a hyperbolic domain. Let M he a complete 
complex Hermitian manifold of dimension k. Let 9 = {f,} fE A G Hol(Q, M). 
The family .F is not normal if and only if there exist a compact set K, $ Q 
and sequences { p, } c K,, { ,J } c 3, {p, } with p, > 0 and p, + 0 + and 
I[,} c 43” Euclidean unit Cectors, such that 
R,(i) =f;(P, + P,<,i), <EC 
corwerges uniformly on compact subsets of C to a nonconstant entire 
junction g. 
Remark. With obvious modifications to the proof the theorem may be 
obtained for $2 any complex manifold. One simply repeats the proof on a 
hyperbolic neighborhood-i.e., a coordinate patch of each point. 
Proof Assume that 9 is not normal. Then by Theorem 1.1 there exist 
a compact set K0 c C2 and sequences (f,) E 9, { p,) c K, and ({,) c C” 
Euclidean unit vectors, such that 
ILA.fi( P,); C.r,),C P,) . <,)I aF:( P,? 5,). (3.1.1) 
Let K, c K, c Q, “K, = Q\K, and let us define the function 
if 2~ K, 
if 24 K,. 
Then the function d is continuous on s’i. Let 
N,= max b44(lE,(f,(~); (f,)*(=)X)l)). (3.1.2) .F K,. II:1 = 1 
Take p, and 5, which maximize this last expression. Set 
1 I 
PJ=N,d(p~)= IE,(f;(P,)i (fJ*(P,).r,)l’ 
Then 
-- 
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by (3.1.1). Therefore, the functions 
g,(t) =fi(Pj + Pjtjl) 
are defined for l[l < R, = cd( p,)/p, and R, -+ + cc. Moreover 
IE&f(g,(o); gJ(“)tj)l = IE,(~(Pj);pj(J;)*(Pj)‘rj)l 
=p,lEM(fi(Pj)i (f;)*(P,).t,)l= l. (3.1.3) 
Fix R>O and j large such that R-c R,. If [[I 6 R then 
IE.M(gj(5); S;(tl)tj)= IE&f(f;(P,+pj<jC); PjCl;)*CPj+Pj~jt;)‘5j)l 
(by (3.1.2)) 
PjNj 
dd(Pj+Pj5,1) 
<(N,) ‘d(Pj)N,+ 1 
d(Pj+Pjt,I) 
as j++cc (3.1.4) 
since ll<jlj = 1 and pj + 0. 
So the gj are holomorphic on larger and larger discs in C. They have 
bounded derivatives (on compact subsets) and g,(O) =f,(p,) with p,~ Ko. 
Since the g, satisfy (3.1.3) and (3.1.4) for all j, then applying step 2 of part 
(iii) in the proof of Lemma 1.1 in [12], we have that the sequence {g,} is 
a normal family and there exists a subsequence { gjk} G {g,} such that 
gjk + g. By (3.1.3), we have 
IE.Mk(O); d(O)~,l = 1, 
this implies g’(0) ~0, hence g is not a constant function. 
Conversely, suppose 9 = {f,} is a normal family and let K,, and K, be 
compact subsets such that K. c K, c Q. Then there exists a number N > 0 
such that 
SUP lE,(f,(~); (f,),(~)t)l G N, for all fze9. 
PEKI.IICII = 
If there exist sequences ( p,} c K,,, {J;} G 9, {p,} with pj > 0 and p, -+ O+ 
and {l,} t C” Euclidean unit vectors, such that the functions 
converge uniformly on compact subsets of C to a function g, then we 
proceed as follows: Fix [ E C; for j large pj + pjrj[ E K, since 115;11 = 1 and 
pj + 0. Hence 
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Taking the limit, we obtain 
lim IEnr(8,(O;g:(i)t,)l = IEdg(i); g’(i).&)1 =O. ,-= 
Then g’(i)=0 for any 5 in C, therefore g’=O or g is a constant 
function. 1 
COROLLARY 3.1. LPI Q c C” he a hyperbolic domain. Let M be a 
complete complex manzfold of dimension k. Let f~ Hol(Q, M). The function 
f is not normal if and only if there exist a compact set K0 c Q and sequences 
kL!J:, L%t 
with p,>O and p, -+ 0’ and { {,) c C” Euclidean unit 
.,: ’ 
g,(i)=f(Pi+&i)? <EC 
converges uniformly on compact subsets of’ C to a nonconstant entire 
function g. 
Proof This is a trivial consequence of Theorem 3.1 and Proposi- 
tion 2.9. 1 
4. A HEURISTIC PRINCIPLE 
In this section we use the standard notation for a function element: 
(f; 52) denotes the function f defined on a hyperbolic domain Q E C”. Let 
us write A,= {zEC: I=( <r}. 
PRINCIPLE 4.1. Let 9 be a property (i.e., a set) of holomorphic functions 
which satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) If (f,Q)E9’andQ’cl2 then (f,S’)e9. 
(ii) Let us define 9, = {(f 2 cp, A,): (AQ)EY and cpeHol(d,,Q), 
some r>O}. Lpt {rj} b e a sequence satisfying 0 < r, < rz < . . . . r, -+ +x, and 
<J= (p,, A,,) E 9,. if f, J ‘pi -+ g un.$ormly on compact subsets of @, then 
<g, @)E.%. 
(iii) If (g, C ) E 9,, then g is a constant. 
Then for any domain 52 c C” the family of functions satisfying (.L Sz) E 8 
is normal in s2. 
Our formulation of the principle differs from Zalcman’s version [ 143 in 
that it relates the problem to analytic discs. Its proof is based on a restate- 
ment of Theorem 3.1. The notation used below is similar to the notation 
used in that theorem. 
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Indeed, let 9 be the family of all functions on the domain Q which have 
property 9. If 9 is not normal, then the argument used in Theorem 3.1 
shows that it already fails to be normal in some relatively compact ball 
B(p,r)~SZ.WemayassumethatB(p,r)eB(p,r’)g52.Letp,,J;,p,,5,be 
as in Theorem 3.1, and set r, = (r’- r)/p,. Then {rj} is an increasing 
sequence and rJ + +co. 
Let A,,= {CE@: [cl <r,} and set gj(c) =jJpj+ p,c,[) with c E A,. The 
functions ( gj, A,,) lie in P,, so by (ii), the limit function (g, @ ) E 9,. But 
9r contains no nonconstant functions defined on C. So we have a 
contradiction. Thus 9 must be normal on Q. 
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